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Standing in front of the Moon Bounce at the Aug. 10 Hopkins House 80th
anniversary celebration are Deborah Boateng-Benson, holding daughter
Emily, Ekua Ogoe, Nana Ogoe, Brandon Scott and vice Mayor Elizabeth
Bennett-Parker. In front are Ama Ogoe, Emily Komlagah, Emmanuel
Jerez and Matteo Jerez.

The nonprofit Hopkins House was named in honor of Dr. J. Milton
Hopkins, shown in an undated photo with his family. Hopkins provided
care to those in need in then-segregated Alexandria without regard for
ability to pay.

Hopkins House Celebrates 80 Years Emphasis on early education.
By Jeanne Theismann
Gazette Packet

opkins House celebrated 80
years of service to the community with its first annual
Founding Day celebration
Aug. 10 at its campus on Richmond Highway.
“We are here celebrating the 80th year of
Hopkins House doing great things for kids,”
said Hopkins House President and CEO J.
Glenn Hopkins. “Rather than a formal dinner for sponsors, we wanted to reach out
and make this an annual event for the community.”
Hopkins said the celebration commemorating Founding Day will be an annual event
marking the formal incorporation of
Hopkins House on Aug. 9, 1939.
“And I was there,” joked Hopkins.
The celebration featured games and crafts
for youngsters along with free movies and
popcorn. Hopkins said the event will rotate
between the nonprofit’s three Northern Virginia Centers, which includes the City of
Alexandria, Herndon and the Richmond
Highway location in Fairfax County.
“Founding Day is a greeting to the community, a chance to introduce the community to who we are and what we do,”
Hopkins added.
Founded in 1939, Hopkins House was
formed in the wake of the Depression, when
President Franklin D. Roosevelt began cutting federal funding for social programs for
the poor. One program on the chopping
block was the Works Progress Administration-sponsored Social Services Day Nursery
that provided care for the children of African American working parents in then racially segregated Alexandria.
A group of teachers decided to continue
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Rosemary Anyanwu, left, with daughters Ruth, Denise
and Rachel, pose for a photo with Hopkins House
President Glenn Hopkins and Alexandria Vice Mayor
Elizabeth Bennett-Parker at the 80th anniversary
Founding Day celebration Aug. 10 at the Hopkins
House campus on Richmond Highway.
the nursery by volunteering their time and
homes. Soon they persuaded the Social Services League to allow the use of their building at 517 Gibbon St. after 6 p.m.
The teachers named the new community
center in honor of Dr. J. Milton Hopkins,
an African American physician who for
years had provided medical care to anyone
in need, regardless of ability to pay. Hopkins
died on July 15, 1927, 12 years before the
organization that bears his name was incorporated.
During the early years, Hopkins House
had little or no money to pay for the services people needed. But what the organization lacked in funds, it made up for in
community involvement. Edith Allen and

Makenzie Nicholas gets her face
painted by
Alexia Costas
during the 80th
anniversary of
Hopkins House.
Helen Day helped to originate “Negro History Week” in Alexandria’s public schools
— a first in segregated Alexandria. After
securing a grant of $95.67 from City Council to support Hopkins House programs,
Allen organized Girl Scout Troop #16 and
Day formed Brownie Troop #8.
Through the next half century, Hopkins
House programs expanded to include pre-

schools, HIV/AIDS prevention, a crisis and
family counseling center, after-school tutoring, a summer children’s camp, a credit
union, an employment and housing referral program, elder care centers, Headstart,
Thanksgiving Meals for the Homeless, and
a Lunch Bag Program for the hungry.
In 1994, at the prompting of its new CEO,
See Hopkins House, Page 18
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“Barbasoul”
By KENNETH B. LOURIE
That was a close shave, if I may euphemistically
characterize my most recent, blade-free brush with
cancer-like symptoms, especially considering that I
thought my life was at stake.
The pain was located around my left-side rib
cage, exactly where the pain was on that fateful
Jan.1, 2009 day when I couldn’t ignore it any longer
and thus felt compelled to get off the couch and go
to the emergency room.
Though I didn’t have any shortness of breath, or
KPMÄJ\S[`PUOHSPUNL_OHSPUNHUKILUKPUNV]LYHSS
of which I had back then); nonetheless, I thought
the worst and didn’t fool around this time and made
an appointment with my primary care physician
as soon as possible, which was for the following
day. I didn’t have a great sleep that night but it was
somewhat improved knowing I might get an answer
the next day.
To say that my life was beginning to pass by is a
bit of an overstatement to be sure, but it was moving
around a little bit. Trying to bury/compartmentalize
what a possible recurrence/resistance to my current
standard of treatment would mean before I actually
TL[^P[OHWO`ZPJPHUHUKYLJLP]LKJHUJLYJVUÄYTHtion was the immediate task at hand.
Rationalizing that what symptoms I wasn’t
experiencing meant something positive/encouraging
compared to what I felt 10 and a half years ago was
one mental route I was traveling. The other was my
usual and customary fall-back position: “It’s nothing
until it’s something.”
However, I have to admit “something.”
Though I can’t speak for all cancer patients/survivors; for me – in spite of my inherited-from-my-father positive attitude – being diagnosed with a
“terminal” disease, as clearly described by my
oncologist back in late February 2009, creates a
sense of inevitability – as does the “13 month to two
year” prognosis that followed.
0UL]P[HIPSP[`HZPUVUL»ZKLTPZL0»SSUL]LYMVYNL[
the walking-down-the staircase-with-a-yo-yo example he used) and then death is only a matter of time.
Time which you don’t have and quality of life which
you’ll never get back.
And when that “inevitability” is most clear is
^OLU`V\OH]LZ`TW[VTZYLSH[LK[V`V\YJHUJLYVY
UV["`V\KVU»[RUV^KLÄUP[P]LS`H[SLHZ[0UL]LYKV
especially if those symptoms are identical to the
VULZ[OH[NV[`V\PU[V[OPZQHJRWV[PU[OLÄYZ[WSHJL
:V`LZ0»]LOHKHKPMÄJ\S[ML^KH`ZÄNO[PUN[OL
inevitable feelings and wondering if my amazing
NVVKMVY[\ULOHKÄUHSS`Y\UV\[(M[LYHSSH¸[LYTPnal” disease doesn’t generally mean you go on living a normal life expectancy. Au contraire. It means
you don’t! And at some juncture, the cancer spreads
beyond modern medicine’s ability to manage it.
Then the patient is given a choice: stop the treatment and try to enjoy your remaining days without
side effects, and thereby live a less cancer-centric
quality of life with some freedom and independence – and hopefully feel some kind of better. And
in those intervening days, try not to worry about the
JHUJLYKVPUN^OH[P[PUL]P[HIPSP[`[OLYL»Z[OH[^VYK
again) does, which is not cure itself. Or try some
experimental treatment and hope for the best.
This is the emotional concern and challenge
which hangs over my head. Never more so than
when I have the symptoms that I did this past week.
-PNO[PUN[OLJHUJLYHUKÄNO[PUN[OLZLMLLSPUNZPZ
too much. One at a time I can handle.
/HUKSLP[0KPKHZ0ZH[PUT`KVJ[VY»ZVMÄJL
and in great detail, described my symptoms, and
explained what I was feeling and what I wasn’t. My
internal medicine doctor listened intently as he has
ZPUJL[OL]LY`ILNPUUPUN^OLU0^HZÄYZ[KPHNUVZLK
He was calm and reassuring in his assessment.
My symptoms he said were not cancer-related.
They “were muscular,” he continued, “on the outside of my lungs.”
Not lung cancer at all. As such: No lab work. No
X-Ray. No CT scan. No nothing. Another reprieve.
Life goes on, until ....

Kenny Lourie is an Advertising Representative for
The Potomac Almanac & The Connection Newspapers.
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Hopkins House
From Page 3
the trustees adopted a strategic plan that,
over the next five years, returned the organization to its roots providing education
programs for low-income and lowresourced working families with children.
“I was worried about our funding for the
future,” said Hopkins, who took over as the
seventh Hopkins House president in 1991.
“This was in the wake of the United Way
controversy and I thought it was time to
reexamine what programs we do best and
what needs other organizations could fill.”
Hopkins cited the HIV/AIDS program as
an example: “We turned that over to the
Whitman-Walker clinic. And our elderly care
centers were turned over to the city’s senior services programs. My goal since then
has been to improve the quality of what was
remaining.”
Looking ahead to the next 80 years,
Hopkins noted a bucket list of three things
on his agenda.
“We need to continue preschools targeting low-resourced working and military
families,” Hopkins said. “Low-resourced is
not the same as low income. These are families that are earning too little to afford safe,
quality care for their children but too much
to qualify for other programs.”
Hopkins next listed the early childhood
institute in partnership with Northern Virginia Community College to help train
qualified teachers and caregivers. His final
focus is on educating the public on early
education and its funding needs.
“That’s been on the back burner but current policies have reintroduced a need for
reeducation in this area,” Hopkins said. “It’s
not that sexy kind of public policy issue that
rises to the top but the cost of childcare is
exceeding the cost of college tuition and
parents are being forced to use unsafe child
care providers. It’s tragic and there needs
to be a push for the public to be aware of
funding needs.”
After 28 years on the job, Hopkins remains passionate about the programs of
Hopkins House.
“Those three things are a handful,”
Hopkins said. “But I am determined that we
will remain doing these things for a very
long time.”
See www.hopkinshouse.org.

Bulletin Board
From Page 17
PARK(ing) Day on Sept. 20. This annual,
worldwide event demonstrates the importance
of preserving and creating public open space in
urban areas. Businesses, nonprofits, and other
entities wishing to sponsor parklets must submit
an application (including a parklet proposal that
complies with City guidelines) and an
application fee. Visit www.alexandriava.gov/
localmotion/info/default.aspx?id=93400 for
more.

SUNDAY/SEPT. 1
Holocaust Educational Program. 3-5 p.m. at
Alexandria Country Day School, 2400 Russell
Road. Witness Theater is an intergenerational
program begun over 20 years ago in Israel to
commemorate Yom HaShoah. The cast includes
several Holocaust Survivors, high school level
students, and the Die Freyliche Knaidlach
singing group. Free and open to the public. Visit
www.bravoproductions.org.
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

